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Ø See the Calibration System description at the DUNE DUNE collaboration meeting:

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/60987/contributions/282788/attachments/174444/236498/DUNE_PDS_Calibration_Slides_Jan23_2024.pdf
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Ø Installed and integrated two calibration modules, please see the following figures:
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Ø Installed and integrated two calibration modules, please see the following figures (cont.):

(light output verified with a cell phone, for all channels)
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Ø Beseline Operation: DAQ-based
• Implemented the following operation based on requirements developed over past several year (DAQ discussions, 
     completed reviews)
     -Have run the prototype system in ProtoDUNE-I with readout in the self-trigger mode at 1 pe level.
     -DAQ operation: run the calibration system on DAQ timing command
     -Currently running at the timing sync command (ID: 0)
     -Have tested the following operation: run double pulses at a 1kHz rate after the timing “pps” command, and emit 1000
      pulses per command. May run “indefinitely” (*).
     -Light observed at the back-end (see previous slides), test repeated several times.
• Many thanks to people who helped this quickly reviewed, clarified, reorganized, tested:  Adam, Roland, M. Kirby, 
     Wes, Dennis, D. Cussans ,Xavier, Giovanna, M. Oberling et. al.
     -See the next slide with screenshot of DAQ command line.

• Timing system group will implement trigger command ID7 and run trigger at 1KHz by sending the trigger to both Calibration 
  and Daphne systems
     -Calibration system will be able to take it.

(*) Note: did not implement “Stop Run” script yet to shutdown the pulser, to be done.
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Ø Alternative Operation: still DAQ-based, but with electrical trigger output for current status of DAPHNE (if need be)
    -Tested the trigger electrical output from the front-end along with the DAQ-based tests described above
    -Signal observed by the scope (thanks to Manual!); may need to condition the trigger signal (see the pictures below for   
     both modules)
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Ø Optical fibers installed 
-From the calibration module to optical feedthroughs, please see the figures below
-Zelimir installed these, but these are fabricated by David and Jairo (many thanks!); thanks to ANL who supplied feedthroughs.
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Ø Next steps:
-Basic operation demonstrated: operation possible for readout in a self-trigger mode, with a DAQ trigger, and likely with 
 the electrical  trigger output.
-Need to document details and provide instructions on above elements.
-Need a student onsite to do more tests and operate the system and polish the DAQ: Talked to several people about this great 
 opportunity (Jairo et al.)
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